I n this paper, we consider empty freight car distribution in a scheduled railway system. We analyze the cost structure for the repositioning of empty cars, and conclude that the distribution cost shows an economyof-scale behavior. In addition to the cost proportional to the number of cars sent from origin to destination, there is a cost related to car-handling operations at yards, which depends on the number of car groups that are handled. Thus, if we can find a transportation pattern in which fewer but larger groups of cars are built, the total distribution cost can be decreased.
Introduction
In freight transportation systems, there are often spatial imbalances in the supply and demand of empty transportation equipment such as trailers or freight cars. This is a result of regional imbalances regarding the flows of goods. To compensate for these imbalances, empty equipment has to be repositioned, that is, moved from areas with an excess of transportation equipment to areas with a deficit. This paper considers the distribution of empty freight cars in a scheduled railway system. The empty freight car distribution process includes the problem of planning and performing the movements of empty freight cars with the objective of minimizing cost, while satisfying the demand and supply for empty cars. Moreover, because there are many types of freight cars and not every one of them may be used to transport all types of goods, empty cars may have to be delivered to a terminal even if there is already an excess of empty cars at that terminal. Empty transports thus represent a substantial part of the total workload in a railway system, and an efficient empty car distribution process is very important for reducing both operating and capital costs.
Some of the costs for empty transports in a railway system are proportional to the number of freight cars moved and directly related to transportation distances. Other costs, such as the classification costs, are Transportation Science 38(2), pp. 121-134, © 2004 INFORMS caused by the freight car handling at yards, and constitute a large portion of the total cost for empty distribution, especially in smaller systems. The costs for car-handling operations often depend on the number of car groups that are handled at the yards, where a car group corresponds to one or more cars that are held together during the operations and therefore can be treated as one handling unit. If fewer but larger groups of cars could be handled at yards, not only would the shunting and classification processes be simplified, but the associated per-unit car cost would also decrease. Thus, the cost structure displays an economy-of-scale behavior. However, most models for empty freight car distribution, such as those reviewed in Cordeau et al. (1998) and Dejax and Crainic (1987) , do not explicitly take into account these economies of scale. As a result, these models may yield freight car distributions that involve movements of many small car groups, and larger operating costs.
The purpose of this paper is to formulate and solve an optimization model for empty freight car distribution that explicitly considers the economies of scale in the distribution process. The railway system we consider is a scheduled railway in which all trains are running according to a timetable. The timetable defines arrival and departure times, capacities of trains, which days of the week the trains are run, etc. We assume that there exists information about available transportation capacities in the trains and also reservation possibilities for freight cars in the trains. The timetable, together with the reservation possibilities, certifies that the empty transports can be performed as planned, making the implementation phase of the empty car distribution deterministic. The modeling of the economies of scale is performed by defining fixed costs for some arcs in the network, in addition to the arc costs proportional to flow. The proposed model is dynamic (time dependent) in the sense that a time dimension is included in the model, with multiple time periods considered simultaneously.
The model will generate distribution plans with coordinated car movements so that the number of car groups and the number of car-handling operations are reduced. Thus, the total distribution cost will decrease. The optimization model is intended for operational planning, but it can also be used at the tactical and strategic planning levels. The motivation for the work comes from Green Cargo, formerly the freight transportation division of Swedish Railways (SJ), and the planning situation at this company is the background to the formulation of the proposed model. A number of assumptions about the problem require that the information systems at the railway company be rather well developed, which is the case at Green Cargo. Although we have the Swedish situation in mind, we are convinced that the problem scenario is similar in many other railway companies, and that the modeling approach is applicable to general settings, especially for railways that run trains according to detailed prespecified schedules.
The model gives rise to a capacitated, multicommodity network flow optimization formulation with fixed costs associated with paths defined on the multiperiod time-space diagram representing the planning problem. It belongs to the class of network design formulations that is known to be difficult to address (Magnanti and Wong 1986 , Minoux 1986 , Balakrishnan et al. 1997 . Indeed, our computational results show that even for the moderate dimensions of the Green Cargo, the branch-and-bound algorithm of a state-of-the-art commercial software cannot identify feasible solutions within the time constraints inherent to the planning process. We propose, therefore, a tabu search metaheuristic that takes advantage of the structure of the problem and that yields good-quality solutions in reasonable computing times.
To summarize, the contributions of the paper are: the analysis of economies of scale in empty freight car distribution, the time-dependent network optimization model for the empty freight car distribution problem in scheduled railways that explicitly takes into account these economies of scale, and the tabu search metaheuristic that efficiently identifies good solutions to the model. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the empty freight car distribution problem and presents a brief literature survey. The cost structure of the process is discussed in §2. Section 3 is dedicated to the description of how we model the economies of scale and to the presentation of the full mathematical formulation of the corresponding model. Section 4 describes the tabu search heuristic. Numerical results are presented and analyzed in §5. Finally, the paper is concluded in §6.
Problem Description
In this section we describe the empty freight car distribution problem in a scheduled railway. The general planning process for empty freight car distribution is described, and the impact of economies of scale on planning is discussed. Related literature is reviewed.
The Planning Process
Planning activities at a railway company may be divided into three planning levels: Strategic, where the size of the resources is determined; tactical, where the allocation of resources is planned; and operational, which schedules, monitors, and manages the actual operations. In this paper, we focus on issues at the operational planning level.
The flow distribution of loaded and empty cars in a railway network constitutes a transportation pattern. It includes the specification of the origin and destination of all freight car movements, the assignment of freight cars to trains, and the temporal aspects of the transport. The operational costs strongly depend on the transportation patterns that, given the available system resources, result from the tactical planning activities. Thus, one has to study the correlation between the tactical and operational planning levels.
The most important part of tactical planning in a scheduled railway is to construct the timetable. The timetable defines days of operation, routes, stops, arrival and departure times, and capacities of the trains. It also defines which blocks are built at yards and which train connections are possible. The handling times at classification yards are taken into account in the timetable. As a consequence, the timetable defines all feasible ways to perform the transport of cars from an origin to a destination. The transportation time on each route between two terminals, including handling times at terminals and classification yards, is also known. The timetable is usually revised a few times a year.
We define a train by its route, origin, destination, intermediate stops and physical path, as well as the day of operation, and the departure and arrival times at all stations. This means that if the timetable specifies that one train shall run a specific route each day, we consider this as multiple trains, one for each day. Thus, each train is run only once.
The general freight transportation pattern is determined simultaneously with the timetable during tactical planning. The train capacities are determined at the tactical planning level, and this capacity has to be shared between loaded and empty freight cars. One of the most important decisions in operations planning, then, is to update, instantiate, and implement the transportation pattern, according to the timetable, for the actual demand.
As soon as the demand for loaded transport becomes known, the corresponding loaded freight cars are booked on the trains. Most of the demand is known at least one day before the loaded transport is to be performed. The residual train capacity after loaded cars are booked can be used for empty cars. The loaded transports cannot be altered to accommodate empty distribution, so the train capacities for empty freight car transport are fixed.
The loaded transports generate a demand for (and a future supply of) empty freight cars. The need for empty freight cars is known at least one day before demand for cars has to be fulfilled, since the loaded transport demands are known one day in advance. In smaller railway systems such as Green Cargo, the span between the instant at which a demand for empty cars is known and the time when it has to be fulfilled is longer than most transportation times, which means that the demand for empty cars can be considered as known. The objective of the operational planning of the empty freight car distribution is to satisfy as many demands for empty cars as possible, while minimizing the distribution costs.
Compared to loaded transports, the planning of empty transports gives more freedom to the railway company in how to implement the empty movements. A transportation order of loaded cars has a fixed origin and a fixed destination and is often scheduled for a specific day, which means that there are very few alternatives for implementing the order and the movement. When repositioning empty cars, there are no origin-destination specific demands that have to be fulfilled, and no specific time schedule for each empty transport. The only requirement is to satisfy the total demand, given the supply for each car type at each terminal. The freedom in determining how to move empty freight cars can be used to coordinate the empty transports in order to obtain a cost-efficient transportation pattern that explicitly accounts for economies of scale.
The coordination idea is illustrated in Figure 1 , using a small railway network with only four terminals A B C D and two classification yards E F . At Terminals A and B there is a supply of empty cars of four and one units, respectively, and at each of Terminals C and D there is a demand for empty cars of two units. The distances between the terminals and yards are proportional to the lengths of the arcs in the figure. The total transportation distance will be minimized if two cars are transported from A to C, one car from A to D, and one car from B to D. An alternative solution is to send two cars from A to C and two cars from A to D. The total distance transported will then increase, but this transportation pattern will simplify the work (car handling) at terminals B, E, and F. If the increase in the transportation distance is not too large, many railway practitioners would prefer the second solution. In this paper we develop an optimization model for empty freight car distribution that reflects the relative gains associated to this type of consolidation/coordination of empty freight car movements. Cordeau et al. (1998) and Dejax and Crainic (1987) for reviews.
Most of the models for empty distribution do not explicitly take into account economies of scale, however. Instead, it is implicitly assumed that transports are organized at the tactical planning level to utilize some large-scale advantages. This means that the transports are scheduled so that each origindestination specific movement is implemented in a cost-efficient way. The routing of the freight cars on trains is not explicitly included in most models. For example, Powell and Carvalho (1998b) determine the number of flat cars to be sent from one terminal to another by formulating a logistics queuing network (Powell et al. 1995, Powell and Carvalho 1998a) . Various aspects are considered in the decision process, but it is assumed that the cost of sending cars is proportional to the number of cars. Holmberg et al. (1998) present a more detailed description of the transportation possibilities in a railway system. They include the assignment of cars to trains in the model, but they do not consider the large-scale impacts of consolidation/coordination in car distribution. Haghani (1989) formulates a model for the simultaneous tactical planning of train routing, train makeup, and empty freight car distribution. The estimated flow of empty cars is considered in the tactical planning and influences the train routing and makeup decisions. In this model, the economies of scale and empty distribution are taken into account at the tactical level. Turnquist (1994) explicitly takes economies of scale in empty freight car distribution into consideration. Turnquist formulates the empty freight car distribution problem as an uncapacitated network design problem. The design arcs correspond to the origindestination (OD) pairs utilized in the distribution. The objective is to find a distribution that combines minimizing the transportation distance and minimizing the number of OD pairs for which empty cars are sent.
Comparing our objectives and model to these works, it appears that while Haghani (1989) approaches the problem from the tactical planning level, we have the operational planning stage in mind, taking the trains and their schedules as stipulated. Furthermore, while Turnquist (1994) does not include any transportation capacities and models each possible OD flow with an arc, we explicitly consider train capacities. We also acknowledge that several trains may be used to perform a transport between an origin and a destination and, conversely, that cars moving between many OD pairs may be transported in the same train. This makes it impossible to model train capacity with simple flow restriction on an arc representing an OD flow. Train capacities are a central planning issue at many railway companies (see Holmberg et al. 1998 for example) and the model we propose contributes to address it in the context of empty car distribution.
The Cost Structure
In order to design an efficient transportation pattern, it is necessary to analyze the cost structure of the empty freight car distribution process and to identify the relevant costs that directly or indirectly are associated with a given pattern. We are interested in costs that can be influenced by changing the transportation pattern, i.e., costs that depend on the flow and routes of freight cars. Costs that do not depend on the transportation pattern design (e.g., maintenance costs, some personnel costs, capital costs) are not considered. Moreover, to simplify the presentation, we assume holding costs to be independent of the terminals where cars are held (this is generally true, since holding costs are usually dependent on the car inventory cost and not on the particular location). We may thus avoid including them in the formulation.
In this section, we describe and analyze the most important costs for the empty freight car distribution. We first describe the costs corresponding to trains, and then the costs for moving cars that are directly related to transportation distance. The latter is included in most models for empty freight car distribution. We then describe the car-handling costs related to classification at yards. Throughout the section, we distinguish between costs that depend on decisions at the tactical planning level from those that depend on the operational planning.
Train Costs
An important share of the total costs for implementing a transportation pattern is associated with the trains. Some train costs are fixed and do not depend on what is transported in the train, for example, engine and driver costs. Such costs are related to the decision to run a train or not. Other costs, such as energy costs, depend on the load of the train and the transportation pattern. We denote these variable train costs as transportation costs, and discuss them below.
Train costs can be modeled as fixed costs, positive if the train is run, zero otherwise. In a scheduled railway, most trains are determined at the tactical planning stage, and only a very minor part of the total train cost can be influenced by the transportation pattern that is determined at the operational planning stage. Since the empty car optimization model is aimed at operational planning, we ignore these fixed train costs in the model, assuming that they are determined at the tactical planning stage.
Transportation Costs
A main component of total cost, transportation costs depend on the empty freight car mileage and include, for example, energy costs and freight car wear costs. Transportation costs can be modeled as proportional to the number of moved cars and the transportation distances. Tactical planning impacts transportation costs through the design of the timetable, while the operational planning stage does so by changing the routes of the freight cars.
Transportation costs are of particular interest to the distribution of empty cars, since the origin-destination flows of empty cars are not given, but can be influenced during operational planning. We thus include a transportation cost that is proportional to the number of cars moved for each origin-destination pair, and the corresponding distance.
Yard Costs
It is important to distinguish the costs associated with classification yards according to the planning level at which they are generated. Strategic planning determines the existence of classification yards, which is certainly associated with a large cost. Tactical planning determines which blocks are built at each yard, while operational planning specifies how the blocks are built. Consequently, at the operational planning level the only costs of interest are the costs that depend on the work-the freight car handlingthat has to be done in the yard. We do not include any strategic or tactical yard costs in the optimization model, but we do include a cost representing the operational yard costs associated to freight car handling, as described hereafter.
Yard operations are very complex, and generally give rise to equally complex costing formulae. For the purposes of the empty car distribution problem considered in this paper, one may simply consider that the objective of yard operations is to sort and group cars to form the outgoing trains. To represent the associated costs, we define the notion of car cluster, which is closely related to the more common one of block.
• A block is a group of cars that moves together between two yards. A block moves on trains and through yards without any manipulation on the cars that make it up. The origin yard of the block does not have to be the origin of all cars in the block, and the destination of the block does not have to be the final destination of all cars in the block. Thus, cars travel in a block during part of their transport. Which blocks can (or have to) be built at a yard depends on the design of the yard at the strategic planning level and on the design of the timetable at the tactical level.
• A car cluster is a group of cars that has a common initial yard and a common final destination yard and that are moving together on trains and through yards during the whole transport. Cars in a car cluster are physically connected all the way from the origin to the destination, and they never have to be separated during the transport. Thus, one car cluster can be considered as one handling unit in yard operations, causing one unit of cost. The number of car clusters is determined at the operational planning level and is given by the transportation pattern. Since trains are defined to be time-and-day-specific (each train exists only once), each car cluster exists only once. The cars in the car cluster can be loaded or empty.
When a train arrives at a yard, the composing cars are classified with respect to outgoing trains. The incoming trains often have to be split into many small car groups in order to build the outgoing trains. In the worst case, each car group consists of one car cluster. The operational costs at a yard can then be described as consisting of two components:
• A car-handling cost proportional to the number of cars handled at the yard.
• A group-handling cost proportional to the number of car groups that are handled at the yard.
In the model presented in this paper, yard costs are modeled as follows. The car-handling cost is determined by the route of the car. The sum of the carhandling costs related to all cars on a given route is included in the transportation cost (that is thus proportional to the number of cars moved on that route). For the group-handling cost, we approximate the number of car groups handled at a yard by the number of car clusters that pass through the yard. It is an approximation because when two car clusters use the same sequence of trains for part of their routes, the car clusters can be consolidated for their common journey and avoid being disconnected at intermediate yards. In this case, the number of car-handling operations will not be strictly equal to the number of car clusters. Differences are not enough, however, to prevent the number of car clusters from being a good basis for the evaluation of the yard effort and cost (Joborn 2001) . Consequently, a (fixed) cost is associated with each car cluster, equal to the sum of the group-handling costs of all the yards through which the car cluster passes.
In railway systems that are not strictly scheduled, handling times at classification yards are of major concern. In these cases, it should be even more interesting to find transportation patterns that reduce the yard workloads. Handling times often depend nonlinearly on workloads, however. Therefore, for such railway systems, another cost model should be used. For the strictly scheduled railways we consider in this paper, the cost model we propose is, nevertheless, appropriate.
Mathematical Model
In a strictly scheduled railway system, the timetable is determined at the tactical planning stage. Consequently, arrival and departure times of trains are fixed, available train capacities are known, and the possible routes in the railway network are stipulated. Transportation times and handling times at classification yards are given by the design of the timetable. The timetable does not have to be cyclic, which means that the possible movements may differ from period to period.
The loaded transports, either known or given by a forecast, are the input of the empty distribution planning process. As a consequence, the supply and demand for each car type at each terminal are known. Each demand can only be fulfilled by one car type. We assume that there always exists a way to satisfy all demands and that demand cannot be backordered (the demand that is possible to fulfill can be precalculated as described, for example, by Holmberg et al. 1998) . The demand for loaded transports is known (and booked) before the empty distribution is planned, and loaded transports are considered to be unalterable. Thus, a deterministic approach may be used in deciding how to distribute the flow of the empty freight cars. The supply, demand, transportation possibilities (trains), and transportation capacities may vary from day to day, and thus a time-dependent problem representation is required.
In the following, we present the fundamental modeling ideas in representing the time-dependent elements of the problem and constructing the spacetime network. We then introduce the mathematical model that aims to determine origin-destinationspecific movements of empty freight cars, together with their routes through the railway system, at minimum cost over a given planning horizon.
Model Specification and Assumptions
The model formulation is based on a time-expanded network, called the train network, that describes the set of train movements, denoted G, during the planning horizon (see Figure 2) . The planning horizon The Train Network and Two Paths is divided into T time periods (days). Each terminal n ∈ N is represented by at least one node in each time period, with additional nodes being inserted to account for trains, if needed. There are two types of arcs in the train network: train arcs that correspond to elements of G and inventory (or holding) arcs that connect the nodes corresponding to copies of the same terminal in successive time periods. The flow in this network represents empty freight cars moving from one terminal to another or being held in inventory. Since we assume that there are several different types of nonsubstitutable car types, we must consider multicommodity flows. We denote by K the set of car types (commodities). Note that each commodity may have several sources and sinks and that a node can be both a source and a sink for commodities. To simplify the presentation, we assume that all car types have the same size (length and weight) and, thus, the train (residual) capacities can be expressed in numbers of empty freight cars. Consequently, an arc representing a train g ∈ G has a bundle capacity u g on the total number of cars, of all types, that can be moved by that train. Supplies and demands of empty cars are assumed to be realized at the beginning of each time period. The net supply (demand, if negative) of cars of type k ∈ K at terminal n at the beginning of period t = 1 2 T + 1 is denoted b k nt . As defined in §2.3, a car cluster is a set of cars that are held together all the way from their initial origin to their final destination, which means that the cars in a car cluster are transported on the same day in the same trains. This means that each car cluster q can be characterized by a unique set of trains H q that are used for its transport. The trains in H q form a path in the train network. To illustrate these notions, consider the two train paths depicted with dashed lines in Figure Both these paths include the arcs x and y, representing trains from A to B and from B to C, respectively. The flows on both these two paths represent the transport of empty cars from A to C by the same trains (at the same period). Thus, the origin and destination terminals are the same, as well as the spatial movement, the only difference being when the cars become available (different temporal source nodes) and when they are required to fulfill demand (different temporal sink nodes). These cars thus belong to the same car cluster. More than two paths in the train network include a given set of trains H q corresponding to car cluster q. In fact, all paths that start at the origin of the first train arc at or before its departure time and that end at the destination of the last train arc after its arrival time belong to this set, denoted P q . Figure 3 displays all such paths for the train set and car cluster of Figure 2 . These paths have three arcs in common: the train arcs (x, y in Figure 2 ) and one inventory arc (arc z). Note that demand is realized in the beginning of the time periods and, consequently, Node 3 cannot be a sink node and no path can terminate at Node 3.
We therefore define, for each subset of paths P q that corresponds to a unique set of trains (and train arcs) H q , a kernel path p q as a path consisting of all the arcs (train arcs and inventory arcs) that are common to all paths in the set (the chain of bold arcs in Figure 3 or, equivalently, the chain x, y, and z in Figure 2) . A kernel path p q differs from the paths in its corresponding set P q by the fact that it does not include inventory arcs before the departure of the first train in H q , nor any inventory arcs after the beginning of the time period following the arrival of the last train in H q . Each kernel path p q thus has a unique origin terminal, destination terminal, departure time, arrival time, and corresponds to a unique set of trains, H q .
Each kernel path represents one way of performing a transport between two terminals, and therefore it represents exactly one car cluster. All kernel paths emanate and terminate at the beginning of the time periods because the supply and demand are assumed to be realized at the beginning of the time periods. The flow on a kernel path corresponds to the total number of empty freight cars, of all car types (commodities), to be transported in one car cluster between two terminals in a specific combination of trains. Consequently, the flow on a kernel path can originate from different origin nodes representing the same supply terminal in different time periods, and can terminate at different sink nodes, representing the same demand terminal in different time periods.
A kernel path has no capacity restriction per se. There are, however, the capacities u g on the train arcs that are included in the kernel path. The train capacity restriction is thus a bundle constraint over the sum of the flows of all kernel paths that include the corresponding train arc. The cost for sending a car cluster is equivalent to a fixed cost associated with the corresponding kernel path. The flows on the paths in P q thus generate only one fixed cost because they correspond to exactly one car cluster q. Figure 4 displays all possible kernel paths of the train network in Figure 2 . The possible kernel paths are given by the transportation structure of the railway system. In the railway systems we study in this paper, we consider the kernel paths as generated beforehand, defined by the timetable.
Given the kernel paths, the train network is transformed into another time-dependent structure, denoted the kernel network and illustrated in Figure 5 . Each kernel path in the train network yields an arc in the kernel network. In the latter, there is only one node for each terminal and time period, and the possible train connections are implicitly defined by the kernel arcs. To each kernel arc, one associates a variable flow cost representing the per-car transportation cost, as well as a fixed cost that is incurred if a nonzero flow is assigned to the arc. Bundle capacity restrictions limit the total flow on all kernel arcs that include the same train. Moreover, a kernel arc may be included in several capacity constraints, since it may correspond to movements on several trains.
The empty flow distribution problem thus appears as a particular variant of the capacitated, fixed cost, multicommodity network design problem class (Magnanti and Wong 1986 , Minoux 1986 , Balakrishnan et al. 1997 , Crainic 2000 , where one has to determine which kernel arcs to include in the solution. The major difference between our formulation and the classical network design models is that, in the latter, capacity constraints are defined for the total flow on design arcs, whereas in our model, each capacity constraint represents a limit on the total flow on several design arcs. This adds to the complexity of what is known to be an NP-Hard problem. In the following, we present the model formulation that indicates precisely the problem one must solve.
Model Formulation
Let P represent the set of all kernel arcs in the network and define: P o nt , P d nt : Set of kernel arcs respectively emanating from and terminating at terminal n in period t,
m p : Maximum number of empty cars that can be sent in the car cluster corresponding to kernel arc p, p ∈ P . f p : Fixed cost for sending a car cluster by using the trains corresponding to kernel arc p, p ∈ P . Given initial supplies and demands for each commodity k, at each terminal n, denoted i k n0 , we define three sets of decision variables: (1) subject to
The objective is to minimize the total costs of the distribution process. The objective function (1) has two parts. The first part represents the car cluster costs for utilizing kernel arcs and the corresponding variable transportation costs. The second part captures the costs associated with the "last" period of time horizon and the utility of having cars at different terminals (represented by the salvage values). See Hughes and Powell (1988) for a thorough analysis of end-of-horizon effects in dynamic vehicle-allocation models.
Constraints (2) represent inventory balances, stating that the number of cars in inventory of each car type at each terminal is equal to the outgoing inventory of the previous time period plus supply of cars, plus cars arriving from other terminals, minus cars sent to other terminals. Relations (3) are linking constraints and state that the binary variable y p has to be one if flow is assigned to the kernel arc p (i.e., a car cluster exists if it is used to move flow). Each constraint of Type (4) bounds the total flow of all commodities on all kernel arcs by the capacity of the associated train arc. It is the set of Constraints (4) that makes our model different from, and more difficult than, classical network design formulations.
Solution Method
Network design problems are known to be difficult, and our variant is no exception, as emphasized by Table 1 The Tabu Search Procedure
Number of neighbours to examine in N 1 ȳ and N 2 ȳ , respectively.
• l open , l close : Tabu tags (in number of iterations) forbidding the reversal of the decision on an opened and closed arc, respectively.
• i: Number of iterations between artificial arc cost updates. : Growth and decrease factors for artificial arc costs, respectively.
Step 0. Select a feasible starting solutionȳ . Set the currently best solution y * =ȳ . Initialize iteration counter t = 1. Step 1. Randomly select v 1 neighbours in N 1 ȳ . Calculate the corresponding objective function values F of the neighbours.
Step 2. Calculate the target value of all neighbours in N 2 ȳ . Calculate the objective function value F of the v 2 neighbours with the best target values.
Step 3. Sort all the evaluated neighbours y into a list L according to F y , best neighbour first.
Step 4. Pick the first neighbour y in L.
Step 5. If y is tabu, and either it corresponds to an infeasible solution or F y ≥ F y * , remove y from L and go to Step 4.
Step 6. If y is a neighbour of type N 2 ȳ and z y ≥ z ȳ , remove y from L and go to Step 4.
Step 7. If y is a feasible solution and F y < F y * , set y * = y .
Step 8. Update tabu lists according to the opened or closed kernel arc in y , and by (potentially) making some kernel arc nontabu.
Step 9. If t is a multiple of i, update artificial arc costs.
Step 10. Move to the neighbour y , setȳ = y , increase iteration counter t = t + 1, go to Step 1.
the computational results presented in the next section. We therefore developed a tabu search heuristic (Glover and Laguna 1997) to address the empty freight car distribution model described in §3. In this section, we describe the main ideas and elements of the method. More details may be found in Crainic et al. (1997) . The tabu search procedure is summarized in Table 1. A solution in the search space of the tabu search procedure is defined as a binary vector y that indicates whether each kernel arc is open or closed. A solution is evaluated by solving the subproblem P ȳ that results from fixing all binary variables in Model (1)- (7) toȳ. P ȳ is a linear multicommodity network flow problem that is solved by an LP-solver. The objective function value of P ȳ , denoted z ȳ , includes transportation costs, but does not include the design costs of the kernel arcs (car cluster costs). The value F ȳ of solutionȳ is then obtained as z ȳ plus the costs of the binary variablesȳ that are fixed to one.
We define two types of neighbourhoods. For a solutionȳ, neighbourhood N 1 ȳ has one additional kernel arc closed, while neighbourhood N 2 ȳ has one additional kernel arc open. Hence, a move corresponds to changing the value of exactly one binary variable y p by either opening or closing the associated kernel arc p. Neighbours are evaluated by solving the multicommodity flow subproblems with the appropriate changes in the binary variables. We move to a neighbour y of type N 2 ȳ only if z y is strictly better than z ȳ . This follows from the fact that opening a kernel arc should improve the flow distribution. If this is not the case, there is no incentive to move to y .
Generally, the number of kernel arcs is very large, while only a small number have nonzero flows. Hence, the neighbourhood N 1 ȳ is small, while neighbourhood N 2 ȳ is very large. It is therefore intractable to calculate the exact value of each neighbour in N 2 ȳ . Instead, we first calculate a target (estimated value) for the change in the objective func-tion value when moving to a neighbour in N 2 ȳ . The neighbours with the best target values are then evaluated exactly.
The target valuef p for opening a kernel arc p, emanating from node i and terminating at node j, may be calculated in many ways. We experimented with several approaches, all of them based on the dual variables obtained from the solution of the linear subproblem P ȳ :
(1) Reduced cost of the y p variables in the LPrelaxation of model:
where is the dual variable of Constraint (4) 
standing for the price of node i for commodity k (the dual variable of the associated constraint (2)). Note that m p can be considered as an (over-) estimate of the flow on the kernel arc if it is opened.
(2) Modifying the target value of Type 1 by replacing m p with an estimate of the flow of each commodity if the kernel arc is opened, computed as the minimum of inflow of node i and outflow of node j.
(3) Usingf p = f p +c p as target value. This corresponds to an estimate of the change in the objective function value if one unit of flow is assigned to the opened kernel path. In the calibration tests, this approach gave the best results and is used in this paper.
To speed up the tabu search, the neighbourhood N 1 ȳ is not entirely explored. Rather, a random sample of the neighbours in N 1 ȳ is evaluated. The move is then made to the best-evaluated neighbour of type N 1 ȳ or N 2 ȳ .
There are two different short-time tabu lists. One contains the kernel arcs that were recently opened; the tabu restriction is to not close them. The other list contains the kernel arcs that were recently closed, and it is tabu to open them. The evaluation function is used as an aspiration criterion and the tabu restrictions are overridden if the move leads to a new best solution.
Artificial arcs are added to the network, such that the problem always has a solution irrespective of the set of open kernel arcs. The artificial arcs are added from the super sink beyond the time horizon to the first node at the beginning of the planning period of each terminal. In this way, we can "tunnel," i.e., we can move from one feasible solution (feasible with respect to the original problem) to another feasible solution via a set of infeasible solutions. The costs of the artificial arcs are regularly lowered and raised during the search in order to enable tunneling and provide feasible solutions, respectively. Two strategies for updating the cost of the artificial arc costs have been analyzed. Both update artificial arcs costs every ith iteration.
(1) All artificial arc costs are multiplied (divided) by two if the solution has been infeasible (feasible) for all the i last iterations. This strategy was proposed by Gendreau et al. (1994) .
(2) The second strategy modifies Strategy 1 by multiplying the cost on one individual artificial arc with a growth factor ( > 1) if there has been any flow on that arc in any of the i last iterations. The costs on all artificial arcs are multiplied by a decrease factor < 1 if the solution in all the last i iterations has been feasible.
In the calibration tests, Strategy 1 resulted in frequent but small improvements, while Strategy 2 resulted in less frequent but larger updates of the current best solutions. This is a result of the finer tuning of the artificial arc costs in Strategy 2, which allows many ways of tunneling, making it slower to find a feasible solution, but resulting in feasible solutions of higher quality. After one hour of computation time in the tests, the solutions provided by Strategy 2 were often better than those of Strategy 1, and Strategy 2 is used in this paper.
An initial solution is found by first solving the problem with all fixed costs set to zero; i.e., the variable transportation costs are minimized. All kernel arcs that have a nonzero flow are then considered open. This solution is improved by closing the open kernel arcs one by one. If the optimal variable cost is not changed by the closure of one kernel arc, this kernel arc is kept closed; otherwise, the kernel arc is reopened.
Computational Results
The objective of the numerical experiments is to analyze the performance of the proposed solution method and to verify that problems of real-life dimensions are solvable in reasonable time. The experimental results also show that the distribution plans obtained by using the proposed model indeed use economies of scale.
For confidentiality reasons, data from Green Cargo were not directly available. Instead, we randomly generated problem instances that display structures closely similar to those existing at Green Cargo. Thus, we assume that trains run in a hub-and-spoke structure, corresponding to major classification yards and terminals. All terminals are assigned to exactly one major classification yard, and there are one to three daily trains between a classification yard and its terminals, as well as between the major classification yards. Train capacities are randomly generated around a day-specific mean value chosen to ensure that transportation capacities are reasonably scarce. For each freight car type, each terminal is first assigned to be a demand or a supply terminal of different levels, and then supplies and demands are randomly generated according to these base levels. The salvage value for empty freight cars at the end of the planning period is set to zero in all tests presented in this paper. Full description of the generation procedure may be found in Joborn (2001) . Twenty-one (21) problem instances were generated. Table 2 displays the problem dimensions, as well as the number of variables and constraints in the corresponding formulation. Three problem instances are tested for each specific combination of number of hubs, terminals, commodities, and time periods in the planning period. These instances differ in their geographical layout, number of trains and their capacities, and supply and demand structure are varied. Test problems p1 to p15 are increasingly larger and allow comparisons to a state-of-the-art optimization solver. Problems p7 to p9 and p19 to p21 are networks without the hub-and-spoke structure ("only hubs and no spokes") and allow observation of the performance of the proposed methodology on cases with different network layout and dimensions. Problems p16, p17, and p18 correspond to the size of the Green Cargo network and, as indicated previously, display the basic structure and operation characteristics of the company. Thus, these problems stand for the "real-life" instances.
The tabu search algorithm is implemented in the programming language C and cplex 6.5 (ILOG 1999) is used as LP-solver in the search algorithm. Tests are performed on a multiuser SUN Ultrasparc 2/2200 with 2 Gb RAM. To evaluate the performance of the tabu search algorithm, we also attempted to solve the test problems with the mixed integer programming (MIP) solver cplex (version 6.5).
Experiments with different parameter settings for the tabu search procedure are presented in Crainic et al. (1997) . Table 3 summarize the evaluated and the best values (column "Best") for the parameters of the procedure. To calibrate the parameters, three test problems of about the same size as problem p13 were used. The parameters in column "Best" were then used for all experiments reported in this section.
The first set of tests illustrates the performance of the tabu heuristic in comparison to the branch-andbound procedure of cplex. The results are presented in Table 4 . The tabu search algorithm was stopped after one hour of cpu time. cplex was stopped after 5 hours cpu time, or when 300,000 nodes had been Table 3 Tested and Best Parameter Settings Decrease factor for artificial arc costs 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 0.7 examined, or when cplex ran out of memory. For the smaller problems (p1 through p12), cplex found integer valued solutions, but could prove optimality only for problems p1 and p2 (indicated with a * in Table 4 ). The solutions found by cplex were never better than the solutions found by the tabu heuristic. cplex solutions as good as those of tabu search were obtained only for the problems p1 through p4, p7 and p8, i.e., for the problems with the fewest binary variables.
For problems with more than 710 binary variables, the tabu heuristic was always better than cplex. For problems p13 through p18, cplex found no integer valued solutions in five hours of computing time. For problem p19 through p21, cplex ran out of memory (this happened before the LP-relaxation was solved).
In all test problems, the gap between the best found integer valued solution and the LP-relaxation is large. For the smaller problems (p1 through p9), the LPrelaxation is solved quickly by cplex. However, there is no straightforward way of achieving a good integer valued solution from an LP-relaxation solution because it is difficult to round the fractional variables so that both the node constraints and the capacity constraints remain satisfied.
The tabu search heuristic is much faster than cplex, which can be verified by comparing the time it takes for the tabu search to find a solution comparable to the best solution from cplex. For the problems p4, p7, and p8, for which the tabu heuristic and cplex found equally good solutions, the solution time for cplex was 7, 24, and 16 times longer, respectively. For most of the larger problems, the best solution that the tabu search heuristic could find was achieved after almost one hour, that is, just before the calculations were stopped, which indicates that the algorithm was still progressing.
Our conclusion is that the tabu search algorithm can be used to solve the proposed optimization model for problem instances of realistic size. The branchand-bound algorithm in cplex can prove optimality only for very small problems, while for larger problems, the best solution found by cplex is inferior to solutions found by the tabu search. In addition, tabu search is much faster.
In an actual real company, trains and cars are handled as whole entities. Consequently, in principle, all variables of the model should be integer valued, since the solution is interpreted as an empty flow pattern. However, in order to simplify the solution procedure, we relax the integrality constraints on flow variables, while explicitly considering the integrality constraints on the binary variables associated to the design arcs (y variables).
In general, however, for the test problems we considered, the tabu search algorithm yielded integer valued solutions for all variables, in most steps of the search. To analyze more deeply the impact of this relaxation on the type of solutions obtained, we studied the integrality of one problem instance of each combination of number of hubs and terminals. On average, 88% of the visited solutions were integer valued and, in particular, 93% of the solutions that were recorded as "currently best solution" were integer valued. Of the noninteger valued solutions, 80% correspond to infeasible solutions (i.e., there is flow on some artificial arc). When solutions are feasible but noninteger valued, only 3% of the variables currently used (flows on open kernel arcs) are not integer valued.
Integer-valued solutions are thus obtained in most cases. Therefore, when the model is to be used to study principles of distribution performance, as in this paper, or for strategic or tactical planning, the actual procedure can be used directly. On the other hand, if the model is used for operational planning, the integrality constraints on the flow variables should not be relaxed and the applied solution method should take the integrality of the flow variables into account. In order to guarantee that the tabu search procedure results in an integer valued solution, the method can be modified to only store solutions with all integer valued variables as the "currently best solution." Since most visited solutions are integer valued anyway, this modification should not impact the performance of the method.
The second test illustrates the impact on the empty freight car distribution of the introduction of the fixed costs for transporting car clusters. Table 5 shows how the number of car clusters in the best found solutions depends on the size of the car cluster cost. (The optimal transportation cost when no costs on car clusters are considered is 280232.) The results correspond to the mean values of three test problems after one hour of calculation time, during which about 250 iterations of the tabu heuristic were performed. All three test problems have about the same size as problem p13 in Table 2 .
The objective of introducing a cost on car clusters in the optimization model is to reduce the number of car clusters that are transported in the railway system. The results in Table 5 indicate that introducing car cluster costs into the formulation has a significant impact on solutions. As the cost for each car cluster is increased, the number of car clusters transported in the empty freight car distribution is reduced. On the other hand, the transportation cost increases. Table 5 shows the number of car clusters used in the best found solution, as well as the increase of the transportation cost compared to a solution in which costs on car clusters are not included. The results show that if the cost for sending a car cluster is increased, the transportation pattern is organized so that fewer car clusters are used while the transportation cost increases slightly. Preprocessing the problems before the tabu search algorithm was applied reduced the number of car clusters used in the solutions from 309 to 165, while the transportation cost was not increased at all.
We also conducted experiments with nonzero salvage values. No major differences in results and conclusions were found. The performance of the tabu heuristic is not influenced by the salvage values. The number of transported car clusters and the transportation cost are slightly increased as a consequence of the preferences about the transportation pattern that are stated by the salvage values, but the general conclusions stated above are still valid. The methodology we propose may thus be used in a rolling horizon planning environment.
Conclusion
In this paper we have formulated a model for the operational empty freight car distribution that includes explicit consideration of economies of scale. In order to capture economies of scale, we include a cost for transporting a car cluster between an origin and a destination in the railway system. The optimization model is based on a time-expanded network where the cost of a car cluster is represented as a fixed cost for assigning flow to a path. The optimization model is thus a special case of a multicommodity capacitated network design model, with the unusual feature that the capacity restrictions limit the total flow on several arcs. A tabu search metaheuristic is used to solve the model. The heuristic successfully and efficiently finds solutions to the model that are of a much better quality than those an MIP solver could find.
The solutions obtained from the model display the economies-of-scale effect, in the sense that the car movements in the solution are coordinated to reduce the number of car clusters that are transported in the railway network. For instance, in our tests, the number of car clusters transported to fulfill the supply and demand in the empty freight car distribution could be reduced by 67%, while the transportation cost increased by only 2%.
A key characteristic of the model is the definition of kernel paths and the introduction of fixed costs on such paths. This modeling approach can certainly have applications in other problem areas as well. The important aspect the model captures is the economies of scale associated with transporting more than one unit from an origin to a destination, while capacity restrictions limit the amount that can be transported. The capacity restrictions are not applicable directly to the origin-destination transports, but to sublinks that together form the transports.
A number of research issues offer interesting avenues to continue this project. The model of empty freight car distribution can be further enhanced by, for example, considering coordination between different car clusters. The mathematical formulation could be strengthened through reformulation or the addition of valid inequalities to yield, hopefully, stronger bounds. Even though the tabu heuristic used in this paper is rather simple, we achieved very promising results. A more refined tabu search strategy should permit us to further improve these results.
